defined in a proper output space [1][2] [3]. With ML or BA equalizers, the channel inversion is neither required, nor linear, channel response. However, in digital links, where objective is to determine the optimal decision boundaries transmitted symbols belong to a discrete alphabet, the complete channel inversion is neither required, nor desirable. The intimate link existing bemeen radial basis function classification problem in the received symbol space. exploited in [21 to design an Following this approach, in recent years, neural networks neural architecture, which resorts to a somewhat intermediate used during the adaptation process.
INTRODUCTION
rate (BER), e.g. a better demodulation. Katagiri advocated Other than MSE, based in combat intersymbol interference (ISI), nonlinear channel Particular on the Discriminative Learning (DL) concept [61, distortions and interference in digital communications [ 13. which optimizes the decision boundaries with a heuristic, non During the last years, neural networks have been repeatedly Parmetric proposed for solving the equalization task [2] [3], following In this Paper, a new equalizer archhture is introduced, different approaches. Traditional equalizers [ 13 attempt to which lies somewhat midway between the & I I W~ inversion invert the channel response to recover the original signal and the output symbol classification. sequence before the final decision is made [8] . Since neural A comPlex-valued feedforward mural network with networks act as non 1 inear maps between received samples decision feedback [31[91 Processes the received sequence.
training symbols [51, earlier works [41 proposed the use The final decision is made by a Bayesian-like criterion in the of feedforward multilayer architectures to enhance the OUPUt space. Fixed Ch"sian are used here to model received signal before the demodulation. the output space, while the classical RBF approach partitions in the presence the input space, instead. NO multidimensional Clustering is of multipath and nonlinearities, since in these cases the herein .required. The training based On channel response inversion is an ill-posed problem, due to a Discrimmatwe Learning and gradient descent, optimizes the loss of information [2] [3] [8] . In these cases, Bayesian (BA) correct decision boundaries among kernels. Fast learning and ~~~i~~ Likelihood (ML) approaches are capabilities can be provided by the straightforward use of the adopted to face the problem [3] . They are based on the second order descent algorithms described in [8] . knowledge of the multidimensional mapping performed by the channel from transmitted symbol sequences onto clusters, 
transmitted symbols (generally complex values) are extracted, the equalizer output is characterized by the nonlinear function given alphabet at discrete time intervals.
( 5 ) (6)
DISCRIMINATIVE LEARNING
Traditional regression methods train the equalizer in order produces the estimated symbol sequence:
Given the channel model (l), and the feedforward order m, transmitted symbols that influence the equalizer decision at time n are:
The basic idea for this new equalization approach is to (2) search for a tradeoff between the classical adaptive channel equalization, and the classification theory. In a digital QAM modulation, given the regular placement of symbols, optimal (3) decision contours separate regions centered on noiseless symbols, mapped by the channel response and the equalizer (4) function [2]. For simplicity, we model the output distribution with a mixture of Gaussian circular kernels, one for each where s,is the i-th symbol prototype and oi is the corresponding dispersion parameter. In the present approach, the prototype dispersions are kept at a fixed value, forcing the nonlinear neural network itself to fit clusters in the output space within the support region of each Gaussian prototype. In the classification theory context, membership fimctions typically assume the name of discriminant functions. These are a generalization of the assumed a posteriori p.d.f associated to each symbol. According to Bayes' decision rule 
COMPLEX DISCRIMINATIVE BACK-PROPAGATION ALGORITHM
The optimization of the error fimctional is carried out in With respect to the the traditional MSE criterion, discriminative learning involves the re-formulation of the fimctional E(w) to weight adequately the distance between complex arithmetic, by the formulas described in [ 1 13.
output and desired values, aiming to minimize the decision error probability. Prototypes and discriminant functions previously defined are incorporated into an objective scalar criterion, suitable to gradient search procedures. Such criterion can be obtained fkom a miss-classification measure, continuous and differentiable with respect to the network parameter vector w. Following the Katagiri and Juang solution [6] , the error functional is defined as :
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our simulations, a multilayer neural network with two
with parameters a = 0.03 ; b = 10 for hidden neurons and a = 0.05 ; b = 4 for the output ones is used. The performance of the DL equalizer (DLE) is evaluated for different channel models [7] [6][9] and compared with the traditional MSE training criterion. We report here results for a typical linear nonminimum-phase channel with transfer function given by: layers of connections and activation functions described by :
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[2] Chen S., McLaughlin S . 
CONCLUSIONS
Integral Representation by Error Propagation". In Parallel Distributed Proc. Vol. 1, Cambridge Ed., Previous approaches to adaptive digital channel M.I,T. Press, pp. 8-364, 1986 , equalization based on artificial neural networks employed the [1 1~ Benvenuto N. and Piazza F, the complex mean square error (MSE) criterion. Unfortunately, the MSE Bac~ropagation Algorib97, IEEE Trans. on Signal is not tightly related with the symbol error rate, which is fundamental in digital equalization problems. By a proper [ 1 2~ S.Haykin, Neural Nenuorks, A Comprehensive definition of prototypes and discriminant hctions, a discriminative learning algorithm adjusts network synaptic weights to optimize the subsequent decision stage, without necessarily imposing the stochastic convergence toward QAM symbols ( fig. 5) . This clearly requires less complex neural models, and increases the classifier generalization capability. Experimental trials on different channel models and symbol alphabets confirmed the validity of the new training method, from the points of view of both the average symbol error and the convergence speed.
Both experiments, conducted with 2-PAM ( fig.4a ) and 4-QAM ( fig.4b ) modulations, pointed out the better performances with respect to the MSE criterion. Similar results were obtained also for non-linear channels ( fig. 4c) Foundation, IEEE Press, 1994.
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